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RErort ON 
AIRBORNE GFOPHYSICL SrPYEY 

IN THE 
ANDREW LAKE AREA OF ALBERTA 

FOR 
HUDSON'S EM OIL AN G3 Cc1!PA!Y LIMITED 

I!OUCTION 

Thi3 report pertains to the combined airborne electro-

magnetic, magnetic, and zzrrua ray spectrometer survey flowii on behalf 

of Hudson's Bay Oil. and Gn3 Company Limited in the Andrew L&e area 

of rorth-ter 1 1berta. The survey wn3 flown between Septber 2 

and Septber 9, 1969, by the Canian Aero Mineral Surveye Limited 

Can6o aircraft (registration CF-JJC) bcd at Uranium City. 

The survey was flown a t a mean terrain clearance of 

150' with flight lines spaced at 1/8 mile intervals. All taverses 

S were orientedcast-west. The geophyeicl data obtained totalled 

1534 Line iriles. 

The following Canetlan Aco MineralSurveys - Limited 

per&onnel 	a5oCiate with this pro5ect: 

P. 	Kcrpatt 
	

Pilot 

F. 	Dz'erron 
	 Co-Pilc 

R. Herron 
	 Airoraf t Mechanic 

R. 	Kupee 
	 Geophysical Operator 

B. Barrett 
	

Data Coptier 

W. 	Knappers 
	 Data C'i12f 

D. Fitzsimons 
	 Chief Draftscan 

I 
	

J. Irvine 
	 Geophysicist 

R.W. Sterp 
	 Geophysicist. 
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The E.M. data id all ragnetic anon-Aics coinidnt - 

with conductors are plotted 	plan ms at the Scala,  of  

n airphoto 1zdown provided the base for these .aps. 

Ii. 	OIQ 

The fol1.own p1tcatioci.s are ud ns reerenos in 

the interpretation sctic 2 this 	ot: 

(1) search Council of A1brta - ?reth:itry Report 
No. 58-3 

(2) Research Council of Alberta - eliciinry Repart 
No. i.-2 

(3) Research CcucLl of A1btr 	Pre1iimry Report 
No. 2-1 

(4) Geological Survey of Cnc - p 12 - 1960 
Scala: 1" 4 miles. 

Ill. 1L C17' RESUM"S 

The majority of th E.14. 	ductor dzzected by the 

airborne ettrvey lie in the "vrfly" areas ctitL1e the actu1 

mineral per1t bouadries. 

Zone 6 is the strongest conductor ouZ:iincc by the 

airborne survey and except tor the south end, it lie3 east o the 

permit boutcry. This is a very long, 	tionl-type ccictctor 

a.id cn ict 5 to the nor is prcbthiy an et ioi of the sage 

cudutiv hcriii. These 	tio;l i.cdroit coutors 	y be 

CUS1 by C1th 	L3iVe s.lphide3, 	ite or 	 corbiratton 

of tha two tni tze is no cLEinite y 	ditiitaihing the source 

frc the airborno data a1ca. The ge1otcal r 	ece reports 



- 

graphite in the vicinity of anonaly 93C and arcenopyrite near 

. 

	

	

ano1y 8M. A major fault is also ppsd palleltng the conductor. 

Minor aunts of cnereial suiphlde rzineraliz(ticn were t1so noted 

within this Waugh Lake tedirentry belt and detailed ground 

thvetiaton is recouended on this syetem. The strongest airborne 

,7 .. indications are on treverses 86 nd 87. A very ShEr7 r.nnetic 

anoly ts sociatd With this conductor and it rray be due to na6stve 

pyrthotit . 

Cotuuetor 9 lies south of 6 but it ehibit out-of-phase 

respctse only ad falls entirely in the lakes it is probably caused 

by ccnductive lake bottom sediments. Conductor 1 is silr1y 

classified. 

. 

	

Conductor S lie3 to the west Cr zone 6 and is of lower 

iplitud. However, low amplitude may just reflect a greater depth 

of burial. There ii good gnttc correlation with this zone .ihich 

favou's a massive eulphide source an It should delinit1y be checked 

out in a ground 10110-4-Up program. 

Conductor 10 lies entirely in Andrew Lake and infcratio 

on it is 1tii1ted as again it lies outside the niinecal permit boundary. 

conductivity (i.4. ratio Gff  in-phase to quadrature repo) is very 

Low throughout and ccul.,.I.be caused by lake botton sediment or poorly 

condicting raphitic material. There is some ninor magnetic correleti 

with this sys tm sjjj it does lie in a favourable geological environment 

and thus 	ird foilcc'-up is piibly warranted. 
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Zone 3 is a defi-nite bedrock conductor 1.yin in nn 

. 

	

area of heavy overburden cover. As such the an=tliea are of l 

amplitude. However, there is good canetic correlation of approxi-

tateiy 80 a=as throughout: this Eyern. Ground follc-up is definitely 

warrmted to deteiaine the nature of the brc rniiizion. 

Conductor 4 lying to the cast way be re1tei but hibit vry lo- 

coaductivity which could be due to surface •coriuctivity aloi. 

Conductor 2, lyin to the west, is a probable surface 

con&ctor. 

Conductor 1 on sheet I has an entirely out-of-hse 

resaa also ad 	be a surface conductivity fe.ure. 

Conductorø Ii and 12 ill in an area mapped as granitic 

. 

	

Sneiases. They o both doubtful brock feat — es- 

lies ntirtdy in a lake b.it does follow the west flank of a magnetic 

feature which gives it Sre supørt as a bedrock feature. 

A nu=ber of tTXU_typ. or I13 ubfu lU ano!xa1ie3 b'e been 

plotted. ThEe iy be cud by air:aft turbulence and cannot be 

reccefld un1e5 other info ition uports th. 

0 
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. 	IV. 	CO?NDklCNS_ANT) CO1CLiYSI(S 	 - -- 	-_--_-_ 
Conductors 3, 5, 6 8  and 8 are definitely rcorn•nded 

for ground inve-tiaticn with zone 6 given top pric:ity on thi bis 

o infornaUoz availblato the writ. Ground foilcw-u2 work should 

be in the form of geo1oica1 prospting, fo11cd by gz-, o- , n J4 f.M. 

surveying and driflthg. 

',Respectfully !ubxite'i, 

GTIAWA, ONTARIO, 
October 7 0  1969. 

Robert W. Step, P.Eng., 
Chief Cecphyici5t. 

S 
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P0JCT NO. 9543 - AN3P71; UKE AR FA 

In-Phe 
Fiduci1s Quad 	Altitude 	ntic3 rate Cornents 

	

IA 
	

168/70 	0/50 	 90 	E. Edge 310g 3 

	

2A 
	

57316 	0/40 	90 	Direct 240g 3 

	

3A 
	

91.6/9 	100/0 	100 	NIL 	 X Turbulence? 

	

B 
	

891/7 	103/40 	100 	W. Flank 250S K Turbulence? 

	

C 
	

867/71 	0/60 	90 	Direct 80,Z 	3 Surface 
Conductor? 

D 

4A 

5A 

6A 

836/9 

1267/70 

351/4 

727/9 

1133/5 

1153/8 

1555/7 

1995/9 

2473/6 

2483/5 

2957/9 

29C5/9 

1677/80 

3614/S 

3438/42 

6401/4 

100/70 

20?/50 

40/20 

0/50 

0/40 

40/40 

40/30 

60/93 

40/60 

20?/50 

3O/0 

70/EtO 

60/30 

90/70 

40/40 

90 	NIL 

90 	Direct 80 

90 	Direct SOg 

90 	Direct 90g 

90 	NIL 

90 
	

Direct lOg 

90 
	

Direct 50 

90 
	

Direct 90g 

90 
	

Direct 80g 

90 
	

E. Edge SOg 

90 
	

Direct 70g 

90 
	

Direct? ba 

90 
	

Direct 308 

100 
	

NIL 

90 
	

NIL 

100 
	

Direct 180,18 

. 

	

7A 

K 

3 

3 

3 Surface 
Conductor? 

3 Surface 
Conductor? 

3 Double 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

x Turbinc? 

K 

x 

x 



No. 9543  - LF32FW Li( AP-,EA 

S 	A1v Fituc1&1S 	Altitl!de Mneti3 Aste Comments 
• 	 - e-_•__ 	-- --------- 	 - 	 - 

55A 	7513/5 	30/.0 	90 	E. Edge 160 	3 

B 	7510/2 	50/50 	90 	Direct 130g 3 

1709/11 	70/70 	125 	Direct 200g 3 

57A 	1575/8 	50/60 	110 	Direct 240g 3 

58A 	1437141 	20/10 	140 	Direct 230g 3 

59A 	1301/10 	50/50 	100 	Direct 240g 3 Broader 
in-phase 

100 

160 

125 

100 

100 

100 

90 

90 

90 

90 

90 

90 

100 

100 

90 

100 

1173/6 

1595/9 

920/2 

762/5 

599/602 

9487/90 

9351/3 

9167/9 

9160/2 

8959/62 

8750/2 

8552/4 

9127/9 

8929/31 

8730/3 

8519/22 

40/60 

0/40 

40/50 

120/110 

110/150 

40/60 

0/60 

30/40 

60/90 

80/120 

30/30 

30/30 

40/0 

80/30 

90/90 

150/130 

Direct ISOg 3 

Direct 35g 	3 

Direct 809 	3 

Direct BOg 	:3 

W. Edge 80g 3 

E. Side 708 3 

NIL X 

W. FLettk 260S X 

E. Side 160g  3 

Direct 1306 3 

Direct 120S 3 

Direct 170s X 

Direct 1003 X 

Direct 2208 3 

Direct 300g 3 

Direct 350 2A 

60A 

62A 

73A 

74 

. 

16A 

7Th 

78A 

B 

79A 

80A 

SIA 

83A 

84A 

85A 

' 



i Pt0J 	O. 95 143 _A!.L)W 	E& 

tn-Phase 

• 	cu.4 

 

Fiducials Quad 	Altitude Y.aSnetics ,  Rate  

	

8524/6 	0/50 	100 	W. Ed,3e 809 3 

	

87A 	8305/7 	1931180 	90 	Direct 420g 2.A 

	

B 	8307/9 	70/70 	100 	E. Side 420g 3 

	

SBA 	8105/9 	130/130 	90 	Direct 350g 3 Double 

	

89A 	7910/4 	70/60 	90 	Direct 2809 3 Double 

	

90A 	7651/3 	40/60 	90 	Direct 30g 	3 

	

B 	7126/9 	50/70 	90 	Direct 280g 3 Double 

	

91A 	8346/50 	50/60 	90 	Direct 250g 3 Double 

	

92A 	8145/8 	60/10 	90 	Direct 200g 3 Double 

	

93A 	8017/23 	50/170 	90 	Direct? LOg 3 

• 	B 	7944/8 	20/10 	90 	Direct 300g 3 Double 

	

94A 	775214 	101/40 	90 	W. Side 260S 3 

	

95A 	1634/8 	30/110 	•, 90 	Direct ZSg 	3 

	

B 	1561/3 	407/50 	100 	W. Edge 130g X 

	

96A 	7447/51 	40/130 	90 	Direct 30g 	3 

	

97A 	7260/3 	30/60 	110 	WIL 	 3 

• 	 7194/8 	201/50 	90 	Direct 110 	3 

	

C 	7185/9 	40/50 	90 	Direct 400g 3 

	

98A 	7076/9 	50/180 	90 	Direct 30g 	3 

	

B 	7010/2 	60/60 	90 	Direct 809 	3 

	

C 	7000/3 	40/40 	120 	Direct 360g 3 

	

99A 	428/32 	90/80 	100 	Direct bOg 3 Double 

	

B 	421/3 	301/60 	110 	Direct 500S 3 



40/30 

0/40 

0/73 

0/cjo 

I.0?/90 

100 	VIL 	 X 

90 	W. flank 67a  3 

50 	W. flazik 60 .0a 3 

90 	W. Flantlk (3•0g 3 

93 	W. Fla-Lk 770 3 

la4A 
	

8262/4 

220 
	

110 /2 

L . PL 
	 14 C Ill 

222A 
	

169/71 

1.9 	223A 	1023/5 

. 

100A 

B 

IOIIA 

B 

1.02A 

B 

B 

C 

104A 

B 

105A 

In-Pha5e 
Fiducials 	 Altitude  

7529/32 	50/30 	90 	W. Edge 70S 3 Double 

1539/41 	40/50 	110 	Direct 330g 3 

1346/8 	0/20 	90 	W. Edge 90g X 

1354/7 	50/60 	90 	Direct 450g 3 

7163/2 	50/40 	90 	Direct 60S 	3 

1166/8 	60/90 	90 	Direct 650g 3 Sharp nag. 

6970/2 	40170 	90 	Direct 60g 	3 

673/5 	207/33 	110 	VIL 	 3 

6976/8 	20/60 	90 	Direct 750 	3 Sharp 

6781/4 	20/40 	125 	}1L 	 3 

674f6 	0/20 	100 	Direct SOOg X Sharp alias. 

6566/9 	10/61 0 	100 	NIL 	 3 Surface 
Con'ucto'r? 

Surface 
conductor? 

Surface 
Conductor? 

Turbuleuco? 

Surface 
Conductor - 
Possibly 
some direct  
wag. 

Surftce 
Conductor? 

106A 	6344/8 
	

20/110 . 	100 	NIL 
	

3 

107A 	6123/5 
	

40/110 	90 	)IL 
	

3 



Ar.cm ly 

224A 

B 

a0JCT F. 9543- AEL?! AR!A 

In-Phase 	 - 

Yid  iI 	Qu,cd 	Altitude Mttis Pat* CornQrits 

2171/3 	0/50 	90 	NIL 	 3 

2181/3 	30/80 	90 	W. Flan 70g 3 Sur1ce 
Condueors? 

22 
	

2433/5 	30?/6O 
	

90 
	

NIL 	 X 

	

30?/50 
	

90 
	

W. F1rtk 670g 3 

'I 

~ 0 



APPENDIX IT 

A. 	EQUIPMENT 

The electromagnetic unit and the magnetometer are the 
key instruments in the Canadian Aero Mineral Surveys Limited Canso 
survey system. The remainder of the equipment consist of a radar 
altimeter, an accelerometer, a continuous-strip camera, two recorders 
and a fiducial numbering system. 

The EM unit is the Canadian Aero Service Limited MARK III 
low frequency (390 c.ps.) in-phase/out-of-phase system. The 
transmitter coil is mounted forward of the nose of the aircraft and 
the receiving coil is housed inside the extremety of a special tail 
stinger to the rear of the aircraft. The coil orientation is vertical 
coaxial (i.e. both coils have a common horizontal axis). 

An electronic null device is adjusted so that in the 
absence of a conductor within the range of the system no signal is 
recorded. The anomalous signal is divided into two components, the 
"in-phase" component having the same phase as the transmitted field 
and the "quadrature" or "out-of-phase" component being at right angles 
to it. These two components are continuously recorded on two channels 
of a 6" Clevite Brush Rectilinear light beam Recorder. 

The magnetometer usechin the survey was the total 
intensity Model III Fluxgate saturable core instrument, developed by 
Gulf Research and Development Company and installed in a fiberglass 
housing hung from the tailstinger. 

Output of the magnetometer is presented as one channel 
on the Brush Rectilinear Recorder to facilitate correlation with the 
EM traces. It is also presented at a larger scale on a Gulf Research 
and Development Rectilinear Recorder with 12 inch chart width. 

Five sensitivity settings are available: 300, 600, 1200, 
2400 and 4800 gammas for full 12 inch deflection on the Gulf chart. 
Corresponding step values are respectively 250, 500, 1000, 2000 and 
4000 gammas. The usable short term sensitivity is approximately 
5 gammas and the total dynamic ranges are 250,000 gammas for the 
4800 1  2400 and 1200gamma settings, 149,800 gammas for the 600 gamma 
setting and 74,900 gammas on the 300 gamma setting. Generally a 
sensitivity setting of 600 or 1200 gammas is used for this type of 
survey. 
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A Honeywell radar-altimeter provides a continuous terrain 
clearance profile on the Clevite Recorder. Because EM response decays 
rapidly with increasing altitude, this terrain clearance information 
is important in the analysis of the EN data. 

A vertical accelerometer mounted in the aircraft provides 
a record of the air turbulence and of any drastic manoeuvres of the 
aircraft. The accelerometer trace )  recorded or the Brush rectilinear 
recorder, is often helpful in recognizing spurious blips on the EM 
traces caused by air turbulence or drastic manoeuvres. 

A vertically mounted Aeropath AS-5 continuous strip 35 
mm. camera, using a 14.5 mm. focal length lens, records the entire 
flight path of the aircraft. 

Synchronization of the flim strip with the two recorders 
employed is accomplished by means of an automatic fiducial numbering 
system, which prints simultaneous time markers on all records at 
regular time intervals, usually 10 seconds. 

Due to the time constant used in the electromagnetic 
unit, both the EM in-phase and quadrature recordings are delayed 
by approximately I second. This is taken into account when plotting 
the position of each anomaly. 

1' 
B. 	DESCRIPTION OF RECORDS 

Rectilinear Magnetic Record 

With the chart oriented so that fiducial numbers increase 
from left to right, upward deflections on the chart indicate increases 
in the total magnetic field of the earth. On the 1200 scale the 
smallest division on the chart is approximatelt equivalent to 10 
gammas. When the record "steps" a change of approximately 1000 
gammas is indicated. 

t 
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6" Clevite Brush Rectilinear Record 

With the chart oriented so that fiducial numbers 
increase from right to left the tracings from the bottom to the 
top of the chart are as follows: 

Fiducial markers - same comments as above. 

Channel 1) 	EN Quadrature - positive upward. 1 minor division 
represents approximately 30 parts per million, 
referred to the primary field at the receiving coil. 

Channel 2) 	EM In-Phase - positive upward. Same scale as Quadrature. 

Channel 3) 	Radar Altimeter. Altitude increases upwards. 
100' is 21 minor divisions from bottom of chart. 
Each minor division represents approximately 15' 

Channel 4) 
	

Magnetometer - positive upward. On the 1200 scale 
a step is approximately 1000 gammas. 

Channel 5) 
	

Accelerometer. 

C. 	SURVEY AND MAP COMPILATION PROCEDURES 

Uncontrolled airphoto mosaics usually serve as base maps 
for flying the survey and for compilation of the geophysical data. 
The most common scale is 114 mile per inch. 

The flight lines are oriented perpendicular to the 
assumed longest dimension of massive sulphide occurrences anticipated 
in the survey area. Occasionally two or more line directions have 
to be used to accommodate changes of geological strike within the 
area. Line spacings normally range between 1/8 mile and 1/4 mile. 

The navigator is provided with "flight strips" ,of the 
area to be surveyed. These flight strips are a copy of the 
airphoto mosaic, with the intended flight Lines inked and numbered. 
Navigation along the parallel flight Lines is accomplished by 
visual means based on the physical detail observed on the photos. 
The aircraft is flown at a terrain clearance of 150 feet or, in 
rough terrain, at the lowest safe altitude. 
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. 

Flight path is recovered in the field by comparisOn 
of the 35 mm. strip film with the airphoto mosaics. Identifiable 
points are marked on the mosaics and designated by numbers 
determined from the fiducial numbering system on the film. These 
recovered flight lines provide the positional basis for plotting 
the geophysical data. The EN anomalies are listed and graded in 
the field and are often plotted on the field mosaics to permit 
immediate acquisition of ground. 

In out Ottawa office screened positives of the mosaics 
are prepared, upon which are drafted the recovered fiducial points, 
the interpolated flight lines positions and the significant 
geophysical data. The geophysical data are subjected to a careful 
analysis by a geophysicist who prepares an interpretation report 
.including recommendations for further work 

D. 	DATA PRESENTATION 

The data presentation procedure which we employ for 
• 	the Canso geophysical system is a combination of an anomaly listing 

and a plan map plot of graded EM anomalies. The anomaly listing 
provides the significant details concerning each anomaly and the 
map gives a "bird's eye view" of the conductors detected. 

For purposes of listfg and to facilitate reference 
in the report each EM anomaly is assigned a "name", which is made 
up of the number of the line upon which the anomaly occurs plus a 
letter. For example, on line 257 anomalies would be named 257A, 
257B, 2570, etc., from south to north or from west to east. The 
letter which appears beside each EM anomaly on the map is therefore 
part of its name. These names also appear on the Brush records 
and in the anomaly list. 

The anomaly list contains the fiducial numbers at the 
edges of the EM anomaly, the in-phase and quadrature amplitudes 
in p.p.m., the altitude at which the anomaly was detected, the 
positional relationship of the EM anomaly to magnetic anomalies 
(if any), a rating, and comments concerning any other pertinent 
characteristics of the anomaly. 
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.6 
The nomenclature used in the "magnetics" column of 

the anomaly list requires some explanation. The main terms used 
are side, flank, edge and direct. These refer to the position 
of the EM peak relative to the axis of the magnetic feature. 
"Direct" depicts coincident peaks and similar widths; "edge" is 
slightly offset; " flank"  is somewhere along the flank of the 
magnetic anomaly; "side" is down near the base. "N. Flank 800gTT 
means that the EM anomaly, occurs along the northern flank of a 
magnetic feature of 800 gammas total amplitude. When one peak 
of a multiple EM anomaly coincides with a magnetic high the 
specific peak may be designated. For example, if the southern 
peak of a double EM anomaly coincided with a 250 gamma magnetic 
anomaly the nomenclature would be "Dir. S. 250g". 

The rating assigned to each EM anomaly in the listing 
determines the symbol which represents the anomaly on the map. 
Six categories of anomalies are defined: LA, 113, 2A, 213, 3, and X. 
The numbers " 1"

. 
11

2 TI  and 11/1  are primarily a measure of in-phase 
áplitude corrected for altitude variation: ITfl  is for very large 
anomalies, "2" for intermediate, and "3" for relatively weak 

• 	response. This rating is sometimes affected by the shape, by 
the in-phase to quadrature ratio, or by the location of the anomaly. 
The letters "A" and "B" merely refer to the magnetics: "A" indicates 
a directly coincident magnetic anomaly, and "B" indicates the lack 
thereof. The "X" rating is reserved for questionable anomalies. 
The legend on the map shows the yi'nboL used for each of these 
ratings. In general, the more the rectangle is filled in, the 
stronger the anomaly. 

In the case of directly coincident magnetic anomalies, 
the amplitude of the magnetic feature is shown on the EM map. 
It is stencilled beneath the symbol which portrays the EN anomaly. 

- 	During the final interpretation stage, EM anomalies are 
correlated from line to. line wherever possible and the conductive 
zones are outlined. All definite conductors are numbered on the 
map and discussed in the report. 
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